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Receipts are required for:
Lodging
Rental Vehicle
Commercial Air
Expenses of $75 or greater
It is recommended that a traveler provide receipts for every
expense
To be considered a valid receipt:
Must contain the name of the company providing the services
Date(s) of purchase or date(s) services were rendered
Must indicate that the balance has been paid by the traveler
Traveler’s name and method of payment
Receipts in a foreign language must be accompanied by a
statement in lieu
Airfare
Must reflect the Name, ticket number, amount, and form of payment
A boarding pass is NOT an acceptable receipt

Name

Lodging
Must be itemized
Must have a positive indication of payment

ITEMIZED

Rental Car
Must be itemized
Must have a positive indication of payment The rental car agreement
that is issued to the traveler upon picking up the rental car is NOT
acceptable
In CONUS GPS, insurance, additional fuel, unjustified upgrades, and
rental car damages not ICW official business are NOT reimbursable.
In OCONUS GPS, insurance, additional fuel, and unjustified upgrades
maybe reimbursed.

What is NOT a valid receipt?
Hotel bills- A final bill provided by hotels as part of an express checkout
that shows the amount due is not a valid receipt because it does not show
that the bill was paid.
Rental car contracts- A contract for rental car services signed when
renting a car is not a valid receipt because it only shows estimated charges,
and does not show the amount actually paid. The receipt is provided by the
rental car company when the traveler returns the rental car.
Itinerary/invoice- The initial Commercial Travel Office (CTO)
itinerary/invoice showing that air or rail transportation has been booked is
not a valid receipt because it only includes anticipated costs, and does not
substantiate an actual payment. The actual airfare receipt is the 2nd email
confirmation with the itinerary. The receipt will show the actual cost, the
ticket number and amount.

What do I do if I lost my receipt and cannot obtain a copy?
You can file a statement in lieu for lodging, travel, or miscellaneous expenses. When filing a
statement in lieu, you understand that disbursing reserves the right to deny them based on
the fact that most establishments are willing to provide a copy. In addition, disbursing has
the responsibility to verify the validity of statement. You can find a statement in lieu on the
III MEF DTS website under forms.

